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PICTURE GALLERY 
Korat & Thai Cat Association 8th Championship Show 

 

  
The show Hall K&TCA Best in Show Pens 

  
BIS Judge Mr Keith Scruton and steward Mrs Dorothy 

Stone assessing one of the contenders! 
 

Overall Best in Show awarded to  
Imp Gr Ch Jusarka Panicum-PrairieSky, Korat female 

 owned and bred by Julie Cherkas 

  
BIS Thai awarded to Serennol Lillee in Pink  

Thai Lilac kitten owned by Jen Lacey,  
bred by Sarah Williams-Elliss 

Callee has a lot to say for herself! 
Naamjai Lamai, Korat female, owned by Clare 

Treacher, bred by Catherine Tew  
Photographs courtesy of Clare Treacher 



PICTURE GALLERY 
Members Pets 

 

  
This dear little boy was bred by Catherine Tew Sharing the love! 

  
Kittens bred by Felicity Vincent, 

 aren’t they just adorable? 
Pandora likes to relax in true Korat style!   

  
Indi & brother Binx do everything together Here’s looking at you kid!  
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          Chairman’s Welcome

Last time I wrote a Chairman’s message I was looking ahead to the K&TCA Show in April. That went ahead very 
successfully, but now seems a distant memory. Next year’s show will now be at the planning stage and 
schedules are out for The Supreme in November.  Where does time go?

September seems a particularly busy month for Korats & Thais and their owners.

Guild of Judges & Stewards Seminar on Sunday 7th 
This will take place at Ettington Community Centre CV37 7SX (not far from Coventry). This 
year it’s the Thais who will feature, after their first year competing at Championship level. 
We have our first Thai Blue Point and Thai Lilac Champions, so it’s timely to discuss their 
finer points with the judges who have been awarding certificates and the probationers aiming 
to do so in future. Brother and sister Champions Jusarka Suchin and Jusarka Point-To-Point 
(Pele) will show off for the TBPs, while Thanonwang Elvenstar and little Serennol  Lillee In 
Pink will represent TLs. 

National Pet Show on Saturday 20th & Sunday 21st
The London Pet Show is now a fixture in May at a venue in the 
capital. It was great that Korats could be there both days, and even more 
fantastic that Kit Game’s veteran lady, Karla (IGC Chandrakan 
Karnchana), was the people’s choice in the Zoflora Super 
Theatre (see the LPS report at the GCCF website for a photograph and 
more detail of this star, and Kit). We would be very fortunate to achieve 
anything so amazing again, but there will be Korats and Thais to meet and 
greet the adoring public on both days in the GCCF World of Cats at the 
National Pet Show (NEC, Birmingham). This is going to be the place to be if 
you love cats - and if you like to cats shop. All cats work their little furry 
socks off to represent their breed and charm visitors. Further details via 
link on GCCF website.

  The Cat Group Conference on Sunday 28th
No actual cat at this one, of course, but an opportunity to catch up with some of the 
latest research and thinking. There’s an update on the timing of neutering and 
bst practice in the hand rearing of kittens, for instance, alongside information 
on cats and the law, zoonoses such as TB and a discussion on multi-cat 
environments, including an assessment of the newly popular cat cafes (have a drink 
and stroke a cat).
It will be good to have a day doing nothing but talk cats, and if anyone would like to 
come it’s near Windsor with a 9.00am start. Further information is available at 
www.icatcare.org.

Finally , wasn’t it great to see Korats and Thais featured in the September edition of ‘Your C a t ’ ? 
Such a pity though that they got their library pictures totally confused and Russian Blues photographs got mixed 
in with new Korats ones. There should be an apology in October and I hope they find some good illustrations and 
explain the difference. It's the least they can do!

(Chairman)
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Editor’s Note 
 
I must start this newsletter with an apology for its lateness!  Apart from being 
beset with computer and all sorts of techno problems that have rumbled on and 
on, and on, culminating in a new PC, which I’m still trying to master, I 
completely underestimated the amount of hard work, dedication and indeed 
Korat and Thai know-how this newsletter takes to get into print!!  I want to say 
that if it wasn’t for Julie Cherkas and my long-suffering husband it would never 
have made it at all.  So I’ve accepted that while I’m more than happy to write 
my short stories, produce some pictures and little anecdotes for future editions 
the job of editor is way beyond my expertise and because of this regret to say 
that this will be my first, and last, newsletter (see page 16).  I’ve never been 
satisfied unless I can do something really well so hope that I can continue with 
what I love (writing) while someone with much better computer skills and 
stamina than I have will do the job of editor justice.  
 
Newsletter articles!  Please, if anyone would like to write an article or share 
their pictures of their Korats or Thais then we would LOVE to hear from you!!  A 
big thank to everyone who has contributed for this edition. Please send your 
future contributions to either myself at jocelyn@celticmoon.co.uk or to Julie at 
jusarka@yahoo.co.uk or post them to the address given inside the cover.  
 
Jocelyn Glanfield – Editor in part of this Newsletter!   

 

                                                 

>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-< 

 
Kesa’s News – Summer 2014 

 
Here is the latest news of Kesa from Jane Hard…  
 
Kesa is in good form despite his age and has a huge appetite, especially for his 
“senior dried fishy biscuits”, which he pesters us for at all too frequent intervals!  
He is, (perhaps unfortunately for him) deprived of his big outdoors but seems 
quite happy with the undivided attention he receives indoors!  I think his Thai 
name, meaning Treasure, suits him well! 
 
Lastly, a very warm welcome awaits any club member who wishes to visit us 
here even if Kesa gives them one of his green eyed ‘GLACIAL’ stares!  Robin and 
I always take great interest and pleasure in the magazine and wish you all the 
best with your feline treasures. 
 
From Kesa, Jane & Robin 
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City Cat Tales by Jocelyn Glanfield 
Now and then, just for fun, I write a little bit of nonsense about my cat family so thought I’d share 
one of my “City Cat Tales” with you.  This one concerns the introduction, a year ago, of our two 
Thai Blue Point boys, Indi & Binx, to our Korat girl (Pandora) who was 3 years old this June and my 
2 rescues, Maisie who was 4 last April and The Bear who celebrated his 2nd birthday this July.  Both 
Pandora and the new boys, who were a year old this May, came to us from Julie Cherkas (who 
breeds the most wonderful kittens!) and have been a total joy to us. 
 

Pandora’s Perspective on Household Harmony 

The kittens, Indi & Binx have made a fantastic start at settling into their new home, both have been 
eating & playing well and are beginning to explore the house more and more as their confidence 
grows.  Pandora, however, is ‘Not Amused’ and has been eager to voice her objections at every 
available opportunity.  I’m sure I don’t have to explain what a disgruntled female Korat sounds like 
to those reading this – we have certainly become all too familiar to her grumbling, which can be 
heard whenever one or other of the new boys shows so much as one solitary little cream-coloured 
whisker.  Thankfully this tale does have a happy ending…      

The twosome were quite unable to hold in their natural exuberance for long and on only their 
second day with us began to explore the cat trees in our sitting 
room, climbing right up to the top of the tallest one - a spot that 
had become The Bear’s very own special place!  Soon after we 
rescued The Bear he laid claim to a previously unoccupied spot on 
the tallest cat tree, laying there with his fluffy feet in the air as if 
worshipping some unseen deity.  Tucked away here he often 
chirruped that it was the purrfect place for a very shy Bear to sit.  
So, while the boys had not exactly evicted him we were interested 
to see what would happen when he returned from the garden on 
his ‘Important Cat Business’ and found them there.  The Bear, a 
big fluffy but entirely purrsonable tabby, was known for his ability 
to ignore the pressures of life but not for his ability to compromise, 
preferring instead ‘To Have Things His Own Way’ as he finds, 
without any guile, that this usually works best for him.  

The Bear arrived to us in February 2013, a scared, deeply traumatised and extremely skinny little 
boy who, at 8 months old weighed less than a kilo!!  At first we thought he had looked quite plump 
but quickly realised that this was not due to the comfort of excess adipose tissue but to his fur, 
which had become horrendously matted, making a giant duffle coat for this Tatty Teddy that had 
become firmly buttoned up to his chin and anchored tight to his britches.  This made walking almost 
impossible for the poor boy who complained it chafed terribly and so a complete overhaul (involving 
sedation and clippers) was arranged and this along with a soothing bath to salve the deep sores 
that covered his poor body made him very much more comfortable.  I’m glad to report that after 6 
months of being loved by us he is now a very dapper cat who, although still shy, is far less 
traumatised and very much rounder!!   
 
The girls, Maisie our black rescue and Pandora our Top Cat, prefer the cat trees next to the fish 
tank, which have the advantage of on-site entertainment (the fish!) AND a radiator, largely ignore 
The Bear who largely ignores them – it’s an arrangement that seems to suit them.  The kittens, 
once in total awe of the older and fluffier Bear, quickly began to realise that size isn’t everything 
and that, in fact, The Bear is mainly ‘All Trousers And No Mouth!’  Maisie was also quickly dismissed 
as a ‘Dynamic Jelly’ so they started to believe they could rule the roost…  However Indi and Binx 
had not read Pandora’s manifesto, which lays out “The Way Things Are Done.”  This creates much 
friction and their introduction was tricky to say the least.  While The Bear’s wonderful manners and 
deferential ways allowed him to integrate into our household without incurring the wrath of 
Pandora, the kittens, Pandora informed us, hadn’t been to the same finishing school.  What were we 
going to do about it she had demanded?  
 
By some unspoken command, ‘The Others’ returned for the first of their 3 suppers…  What can I 
say, I have greedy cats!!  First to make her entrance was Pandora who hove into sight with a hop, 
skip & jump right onto the scratching post that is situated just inside the entrance to our sitting 
room.  Although a favourite scratcher for all of our cats Pandora is a particular devotee of the ritual 
entry  pole  dance,  performing it  with serious dedication and relish every time she enters.  Tonight  
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was no exception but she seemed to fix her audience 
(me, my husband and our son) with an overly 
flirtatious smile while studiously ignoring the kittens.  
Since their arrival Pandora had grumbled relentlessly 
at them.  They had “No Manners”, she spat!  They 
were in HER sitting room she howled!  Using HER toys 
she roared!  Eating from HER bowls she bellowed!  
And, as if that weren’t enough, they were sitting in all 
HER favourite places!!  This was simply ‘Not 
Acceptable!’  She cited the major disagreement that 
had occurred the previous night when the kittens 
(according to Pandora) had ‘Made A Mistake’ by 
believing they were entitled to sleep upon our bed…  
Pandora feels it is actually HER bed and while that’s a 
moot point it didn’t deter her from demanding they 
should ‘Sleep Elsewhere’…  Although this would be a battle Pandora was to lose she saved face by 
making it known that as the kittens provided her with extra warmth and comfort they now have 
‘Her Permission’ to sleep there.  Life, as we know, is often full of challenges and as one issue got 
resolved another would arise and Pandora was furious when the kittens had simply presumed they 
could play with her during the Flying Frenzy’s daily outing.  Surely, she said, it was ‘Known’ that 
while everyone loved that toy it was for the sole delight of the ‘Lady of the House’ – if they had 
bothered to look this was, after all, in her Manifesto… 
 
Pandora’s pole dance this evening seemed to last for twice as long as usual, at spot on 4kg she is a 
powerhouse of muscle and strong bones with an iron will.  And she knows it!!  After many dramatic, 
commanding and gymnastic movements she ended her entrancing entrance with an impressive 
sideways flip onto the carpet standing with a small triumphant smile that she couldn’t quite keep 
from flickering around her lips as she placed her feet neatly together.  Although there seemed to be 
a certain expectation for us to hold up cards showing marks out of 10 for her performance, we 
waited instead to see exactly what she would do when she spotted the kittens who were still at the 
top of the tall cat tree.   

Pandora, sensing her key role of ‘special importance’, surveyed the room, then sniffed the toys that 
were laying on the floor.  Calculating matters in her little heart-shaped head, her beautiful luminous 
green eyes narrowing to mere slits as she surveyed the room she wasn’t at all impressed to find 
that the play-things definitely smelt of KITTEN!  She stalked over to the comfy bed and sang that, 
yes, this smelt of KITTEN too!!  Not happy she strode over to the tall cat tree where the boys were 
quietly thinking of all the things that small kittens think of.  In anticipation we lent forward ever so 
slightly - waiting.  Pandora then granted us with another song – a Korat serenade of great 
discontent I think you would call it – as she viewed the delightful mix of cream fur and blue pointed 
purrfection with great distaste.  The boys cuddled, or should that be huddled, into each other 
looking at Pandora with watchful blue eyes.  Forever one to keep her public guessing Pandora 
sashayed across the room (she couldn’t be anything else but female) springing up to the top of the 
cat tree like an Olympic champion while the boys made prudent paws up pledges of innocence.  The 
almost cordial ‘Touches Noses’ greeting that followed stunned us all, Pandora, soothed by their 
surrender simply muttered a small song of perfunctory displeasure before sashaying back out of the 
room & falling on her supper with none of the lady-like behaviour her mother had taught her. 

Right on cue The Bear ambled in making his own very special 
noise, which we believe is a meow, but sounds like a train going 
into a long tunnel.  It appears to suffice as “Instructions”, 
usually for food but occasionally for petting.  As a fairly large cat 
of Maine Coon mix who would like to get larger he takes his 
nutrition and cuddles seriously, often amusing us by bringing 
home little bits of the garden, which become entangled in his 
fur.  Today was no exception as he came in graciously divesting 
himself of a few leaves, 3 bits of twig, some spikey bits from the 
Pyracantha bush (ouch) and a random slug that seemed to have 
formed a loving attachment to a little bit of his big fluffy tail.  
Wooo-ooo-Wooo, he requested, completely ignoring the kittens.  
Maisie followed, the two young interlopers now completely 
forgotten in favour of dinner, which was soon hoovered up, the 
dishes licked clean and double checked with the usual 
mutterings and smacking of lips that showed dinner had been 
‘Acceptable’.   Tummies  full,  appetites   sated,   ‘The   Others’  

Pandora – the Lady of the House 

The Bear! 
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headed into the sitting room where we were told (in no uncertain terms) that it STILL smelt of 
KITTEN! 

Weren’t ‘They’ due to go ‘Home’ enquired Maisie?  Surely, agreed The Bear, they really needed to 
‘Go Back’…  Muttering their great misfortunes and throwing brief, but full of teenage angst, 
backward glances Maisie and The Bear voted with their feet and exited through cat flap sighing that 

this particular battle would just have to wait.  After all, it 
wouldn’t be long before the next supper! 

Meanwhile Pandora had resumed sentry duty, becoming rather 
excited when Binx, unable to resist the ball track, had ventured 
down from the tall cat tree to tentatively pat the ball making it 
roll lazily around the track.  Dancing lightly across the room on 
her toes Pandora extended a (very) elegant and beautifully 
manicured paw and thwacked the ball - this was not to join in 
the game you understand, but to show him just “How It Was 
Done”!!  Binx was so impressed by this he nearly fell over in 
surprise as the ball not only rolled with a speed he could only 
have previously dreamed of, but also burst into bright flashing 
lights!  Binx (always respectful his elders) said a small but 
heartfelt WOW!!  Indi, the more boisterous of the two, tried 

hard to remain disinterested but was simply unable to stop himself joining in the game.  Both 
kittens sat shoulder to shoulder, blue eyes wide with their heads nodding in unison as they did that 
cute thing that kittens do so well – I can tell you know what I mean, it’s the sort of thing that 
prompts cat slaves to reach for their cameras in futile attempts of getting the perfect picture.  
Everyone agreed that Panda (a name that our granddaughter calls Pandora, which has become a 
diminutive endearment) had immeasurable skill as a ‘Ball Track Artist’, which pleased the avenging 
Korat Queen no end.  Turning, she showed them the full roundness of her bottom... Sticking it right 
in their faces with a glee that could only be described as decadent!  As hoped the twins were 
terribly impressed & bowed down in the face (or should that be the back end) of her sovereignty.  
Satisfied that she, Pandora, still held the reign of the household she turned tail & moved across 
room much more slowly than was strictly necessary before sitting and curling her beautifully shaped 
tail around and over her small oval front paws with what can only be described as delicate 
precision.  This reminded everyone present that she, Pandora, ‘Called The Shots.’  With a growing 
sense of majesty she glanced back at the twosome briefly (just to make sure they were watching, 
which of course they were) and sang a short but definite song of triumph, humming the last few 
chords with a soft vibrato she stretched and paused (Pandora believes in making the most of her 
exits as well as her entrances) then (truly) produced a sound that I can only describe as 
"Harummmmmpppff!" before leaving, tail in the air, head held high, walking slowly down the 
kitchen before joining the downcast party in the garden.   The kittens just looked at us, I could 
almost see them shrug as they looked back at each other before whispering quietly to each other 
that (secretly) while they weren't all THAT impressed they felt that ‘Discretion Was Always the 
Better Part Of Valour!’   After all this is what their mother had always taught them and they had 
been brought up proper don’t you know!  

Not long after her momentous exit Pandora arrived back in the lounge.  She often goes out just so 
she can come back in again – a trait that most cat slaves will probably recognise and identify with.  
Jumping in her usual fashion onto her scratching pole Pandora proceeded to give this performance 
her all, fixing us with jubilant green eyes while retaining a studied lack of interest in "their" 
direction...  Dismounting in her usual fashion she informed us that it was ‘Now Quite Chilly’ outside 
and that she needed ‘A Nice Warm Lap’ without delay.  We of course immediately obliged (it’s in the 
contract) and waited patiently while she selected her chosen lap, settling down into its comfort with 
a small but heartfelt sigh.  Yawning, Pandora admitted that she had had a very busy evening - this 
‘Guarding of the Homestead’ was hard work, she said, all of a sudden quite chatty.  Smoothing the 
silk-like silver tipped head I reminded her that she would always be my very special girl and that 
she shouldn’t ever worry...  Pandora looked at me as if I had lost my mind.  Of course she wouldn’t 
worry, she said, she was entirely comfortable in first place but she took her duty to keep me on my 
toes seriously, after all it didn’t do to ‘Get Complacent!’ she informed me.  I was to remember that 
the jury (the remainder of whom were still taking the evening air in the garden) were still very 
much OUT (both figuratively and literally) and IF these kittens wanted to be allowed to stay, well, 
all she could say was that they had better behave themselves!!  Happily she conceded that the 
early signs were surprisingly favourable, there may even be an early acquittal with the defendants 
let off any major punishment. Getting herself well and truly comfortable, Pandora, in true Korat 
style, sighed that she had thoroughly enjoyed all the drama of playing Judge but was hanging up 
her black cap.  Well… for now, anyway.  

Maisie 
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Showing 

K&TCA’s Show Awards & Points System 

Show Points Results for 2013 

BEST CATS 2013 
Champion Jusarka Rainbow Warrior     Korat Male 
Grand Champion Jusarka Panicum-PrairieSky        Korat Female 
Grand Champion Jenanca Anjali                      Korat Neuter 
Champion Jusarka Divine Dream Maker    Thai Blue Point 
Koorahk Liliwen         Korat Kitten 
  
BEST BREEDER -  Julie Cherkas    -  1200 points 
RUNNER UP -    Jen Lacey    -   590 points 
ALSO SUBMITTED -  Helen Hawkins   -     40 points 
 
This scheme has been running for a few years now but it relies on you telling us about your 
show successes!  Trophies are awarded to the top Korats & Thais at the K&TCA show. Then 
points are allocated for wins at all GCCF shows throughout the calendar year. Points are 
allocated, based on the Royal Canin points system.  Special laminated certificates will be 
awarded to the winners of each category: 

• The top Korat & Thai cats with the most points; Adult, Kitten, Neuter 
• The top GCCF Korat breeders in 2014 

To review the points’ scheme, go to page 20 of the Spring 2014 Newsletter,  
found on the K&TCA website.  

 
If notification is not sent, no points can be awarded.  Don’t be disappointed – make 
sure you send details of your show wins to Jen Day so she can allocate your points.  
Send details to: jenday2011@hotmail.co.uk 

 

Special K&TCA Club 
Rosettes 

As a club member, you are entitled to claim 
a special named rosette each time your cat 
gains a new title; e.g. Champion, Grand 
Champion, etc.  Your cat’s title and full 
pedigree name will be printed on the tails of 
the rosette. 

These beautiful rosettes are some of last 
year’s change of title winners.  I had over 
twenty this year, most were collected at our 
show on April 6th, and the remainder have 
now been posted out to the proud owners. 

 

Jen Day, Show Support Secretary 
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The Electoral Meeting of Council, June 25th 2014 
 
111 delegates arrived in the June sunshine for GCCF’s annual Electoral Meeting, its third since the 
founding of the Governing Council of the Cat Fancy Ltd in 2011. The revised preparations made in 
the office for getting people signed in, and making sure each delegate had a personal pack of 
necessary paperwork ensured there was no pre-meeting scrum and delegates moved swiftly through 
the lobby and into the main hall, greeting friends and catching up on news. They were called to order 
at 12.15pm by Helen Marriott-Power, the retiring Chairman, and another meeting was underway. 
 
All stood in memory of those who were missed since February and the Chairman then paid her friend 
a very moving tribute that was much appreciated by all who had been privileged to know her. 
 
CHRISTINA DUGDALE - A PRESIDENT REMEMBERED 
Helen regretted the loss of a truly significant figure in the cat fancy, someone who had been a fierce 
supporter of GCCF and a tireless ambassador on behalf of our organisation. She wasn't a lady who 
gloried only in past success, but who had wanted the GCCF in the 21st century, being pleased when 
the company came into being and on learning of the online facilities. She liked to keep abreast of all 
news and kept in regular contact. Her personal qualities were special too. Someone with a strong 
sense of justice, but who also had the happy knack of putting people immediately at ease, so warmly 
remembered by all whose lives she touched. 
 
CLUB BUSINESS 
Several clubs had to request dispensation to retain a delegate as membership numbers had fallen. The 
K&TCA is not in that position thanks to all those who support the breed by continuing to renew your 
subscriptions. Some clubs have now disappeared altogether due to lack of committed members 
prepared to work. The Notts & Derby (a large all breed club with a popular show) was one such 
casualty.  
 
ELECTIONS  
This was the year the Chair and Vice-Chair of GCCF had completed three years in office and had to 
retire. So there's a new team at the top. Steve Crow was the sole nominee for Chairman and therefore 
takes this office for the next three years. Keith Scruton was elected as Vice-Chair by a substantial 
majority. Other Committees, with reserves shown are on the GCCF website in full. I am once again a 
member of the Board and the Disciplinary Committee. 
 
The complete membership of the GCCF Standing Committees following the elections can be found 
on the GCCF website:   
HYPERLINK "http://www.gccfcats.org/cttee.html"  
 

SHOW AND BREED NEWS 
JUDGE PROMOTION   
All judge promotions went ahead. This included the promotion of one our Korat & Thai Probationer 
Judges. Congratulations to Charis White who has very quickly become familiar with our cats and 
handles them confidently. She should be awarding her first certificates soon. 
 
REGISTRATION & SOP CHANGES and BREED PROMOTIONS  
Nothing to note here for our breeds, except that those who show will meet a newcomer in the Foreign 
Section. Suffolk (SUF) cats join the GCCF family. These are the Havana Browns and Lilacs of CFA 
and TICA, but as that name belongs to our Oriental Chocolate self cats it was unavailable and another 
had to be chosen by the group who wish to register them.  
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SHOW RULE CHANGES 
Some of you may have been aware that there were proposals relating to show structure change. 
Coventry & Leicester wanted to reverse the agreed change proposed by the Siamese Cat Club in 
February to allow titled class an option of certificate class. In addition the Birman Cat Club had 
proposed division of the Olympian Classes into three categories.  
 
All of these were withdrawn as it became clear that Council considered a suggestion that the show 
structure be reviewed in its entirety was preferable to piecemeal change. This means too that the 
proposal put by the Siamese Cat Club and agreed in February remains on hold. It was planned that a 
Working Group drawn from a cross section of Council should be established to consider this, and take 
soundings from exhibitors, eventually reporting back to Council in February. So there may be more 
radical changes to come. 
 

REPORTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
THE ANNUAL REPORT 
The Annual Report is available on the GCCF website. It covers many aspects of business progress as 
well as some of the year's highlights and the company's 2013 accounts. It includes some lovely little 
cat and people cameo pictures as well, so very easy on the eye, and well worth a look.  
 
CHAIRMAN'S REPORT 
The report of the retiring Chairman, Helen Marriott-Power, was the first of the day, and can be 
accessed in full. It's important, as all aspects GCCF life over the past year are summarised by 
someone who has been involved closely, giving lots of time and her using her own talents, as well as 
being appreciative of the work others have done. From my vantage point at the front of the hall I 
could sense the respect delegates had for this, and Helen was congratulated by applause both after 
presenting her report, and in response to Vice-Chairman, Steve Crow's, vote of thanks for her 
contribution as Chairman to GCCF during her three years in office.  
 
FINANCIAL REPORT 
Office Manager, Mark Goadby, presented the financial picture to the end of May. The bad news was 
that registration numbers are still falling, only about 70% of the total for the same period last year. On 
the positive side further savings have been made in expenditure and they will be reflected in the next 
figures issued. Mark's summary was the prediction for a small surplus over the year as whole still 
holds, though obviously care has to be taken and there's no room for complacency. 
 
BREEDER SCHEME 
The Breeder Scheme made a good start in its first year and it's encouraging that numbers remain 
steady. Currently there are 177. Steve explained that the next step was to offer Scheme participants 
more, and that he would appreciate learning from members what services they would like, and from 
others what would encourage them to join. The opportunity to show where studs were available was 
one that was planned. There had been excellent feedback from new owners who had supplied 
information, which made it all very worthwhile, and it was also heartening that GCCF had reached a 
point it had taken the Kennel Club three or four years to achieve. 
 
PROJECT PHOENIX REPORT (THE NEW COMPUTER SYSTEM)  
For the IT update there was a 'Powerpoint' presentation by Roger Goodwin of Digital Trading 
Creative on the new system design. He explained that before anything could be built all the 
functionality of the old system had to be thoroughly understood, and as this included feline genetics 
and the intricacies of breed registration policies it had been somewhat of a baptism of fire. These are 
not the stuff of the average system designer's life.  
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However, he had been intrigued by the challenge and felt he was now 'under the many layers of skin' 
of GCCF. A system could be structured that did the same better and quicker, supporting the office in 
its daily life, but in addition to that it would provide capability to do far more so the business could 
be grown and developed for the benefit of all who used it now and attract new clients for the future. 
 
Of course, the immediate question triggered was when would it all become reality. However, until a 
definite start date was known, depending on Board decisions, and the point in development was 
reached where testing indicated the sort of problems to be fixed, it was impossible to predict with 
certainty. Late summer next year would be good, but the autumn was more probable. 
 
AND FINALLY 
Unfortunately there was no time for the two discussion projects, but the Chairman promised they 
would return to the agenda at a future meeting as discussion in Council and within GCCF generally 
was very important. 
 
The final words of the day went to Steve Parkin in 'Any Other Business' He noted that about a third 
of the delegates had not attended which he considered disappointing for a major business event.  
 
Also that there had been no mention of the demise of the Notts & Derby Cat Club, a club with a long 
history and noted for being the first to stage a show in the aftermath of World War 2. It's sad to have 
to consider that nothing remains the same forever, which means losses as well as gains, but right too 
that there should be a record of the passing.  
 
Jen Lacey – K&TCA Delegate 

 

<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<> 

       Cat Prayer  
 
Now I lay me down to sleep, 
I pray this cushy life to keep. 
I pray for toys that look like mice, 
And sofa cushions, soft and nice. 
I pray for gourmet kitty snacks, 
And someone nice to scratch my back, 
For window sills all warm and bright, 
For shadows to explore at night. 
I pray I'll always stay real cool 
And keep the secret feline rule 
To NEVER tell a human that 
The world is really ruled by CATS! 

 
<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<> 

The trouble with sharing one’s bed with cats is that they would 
rather sleep on you than beside you 

- Pam Brown 
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Committee News 
 

 
 

 
THE COMMITTEE has, as usual, been working hard behind the scenes to keep club business 
going and help promote the welfare and popularity of Korats & Thais.  
 
Our 8th Championship Show has come and gone, with a good show of cats, including quite a few 
Thais.  There are some photos on the colour pages and a report, together with the results, on 
page 13. The London Pet Show was well supported on both days, and we saw plenty of interest 
from the public.  The cats on exhibition all greeted their, often exuberant, public with the 
friendliness and laid back attitude of a well behaved Korat (or Thai).  Our special thanks go to 
Kit Game, Shelagh Heavens, Leo and Felicity Black and Bea Locher who selflessly gave their 
time (and cats!) to support this popular event.  Leo and Felicity have also provided a report and 
a few photos so that you can enjoy this event vicariously through their eyes (see page 14). A 
judges seminar has been arranged at which the Thais will be featured, and we are currently in 
the process of arranging for a table and exhibits in Club Row at the Supreme.   
 
NATIONAL PET SHOW We’ve had the London Pet Show, now we have a more central version, 
geographically! To be held at the NEC, Birmingham on 20th and 21st September 2104.  Come 
and visit the Korats and Thais in The World of Cats. You can get a 15% discount on tickets by 
visiting www.thenationalpetshow.com or calling 0844 873 7332 and quoting GCCF.  
  
THE SUPREME CAT SHOW  This year’s show is on 22 November at the NEC. Schedules have 
been out for a while and the Korat & Thai judges are: 

Adults and Neuters: Mrs Lynda Ashmore      Kittens: Mrs Maria Chapman-Beer 
Closing date for entries: 24 September 2014 (receipt at GCCF office). However, change of 
class for new title awarded will be allowed up to 7 October, provided entry already received. 
 
**IMPORTANT** SHOW STRUCTURE REVIEW GROUP Due to the many recent changes, 
proposals and counter-proposals to alter the show structure, the GCCF Vice Chairman, Keith 
Scruton, will lead a group of six others drawn from judges, stewards, breeders, show managers, 
and exhibitors across the cat fancy to discuss ideas and overhaul the entire show structure. If 
you show your cats, make sure you have your say!! Ideas, comments and feedback can be 
made via the Facebook Page ‘GCCF Show Review Group’ or by email to 
showreviewgroup@outlook.com  For further information go to the GCCF website.     
 
CAT WELFARE BILL  A private members Bill on the Welfare of Cats was presented to the House 
of Lords on 24 July for its first reading. GCCF was not consulted about this beforehand but has 
been proactive since it came to its attention. This is important if you breed, not so much if you 
are just a lucky pet owner.  However, its implications could make it more difficult for breeders 
and therefore reduce the numbers of kittens available - thus impacting on owners too.  Further 
details and regular updates will be posted on the GCCF website.  
 
NEW MEMBERS  Finally, a warm welcome to our new (and returning) members: 
 
Mrs D Burke, Devon      Mrs N Johnson, Nottinghamshire 
Mrs L Portsmouth, Wiltshire   Mrs S Rose, Dorset 
Mr R & Mrs J Shelley, Crawley 
 
Julie Cherkas (Secretary)  216 Northam Road, Southampton, SO14 0QE 
Tel: 023 8090 4187     email : jusarka@hotmail.co.uk 
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The Life Expectancy of a Cat – by Robin Miller 

Reference to several websites on the internet will tell you that the average life expectancy of a cat is between 
12 and 16 years.  Some websites point out that it varies between different breeds. 

The Guinness Book of Records entry for the longest lived cat shows Crème Puff, in Texas, who lived to the 
ripe old age of 38 years and 
3 days.  That’s 169 years 
old – a remarkable 
achievement! 

Nearer to home, Jen 
Lacey’s Jenanca Tom 
Bombadil, now known as 
Shrasta (Thai for “best”) is 
now 21 and a half years 
old, that’s equivalent to 102 
in human years.  He’s a bit 
creaky and slow, but all 
bodily functions, including 
his vocal chords are 
normal.  He is still trying to 
explain how he manages to 
stand in a cat litter tray 17 
inches by 12 inches and 
poo carefully over the side!  
Are there any other older Korats out there?  The picture shows him in contemplative mood, with his paws 
crossed, trying to remember when he last fed!  

~ Feline Human Age Comparison ~ 

            Did you ever wonder what a cat's age is in human years? Check out the cat age chart below! 

     It is believed that after the first 2 years of a cat's life, each feline year is approximately 4 human years.  
          Cats are adolescents at about 6 months to one year old, middle aged at about 8 years of age,  
                                      and considered senior citizens at about 12 years of age. 
 
 
 

 
Cat's Age Human's Age 

4 months  7 years 

6 months  10 years 

8 months  13 years 

1 year  16 years 

2 years  24 years  

4 years  32 years  

6 years  40 years  

8 years  48 years  

10 years  56 years 

12 years  64 years 

14 years  72 years 

16 years  80 years 

18 years  88 years 

20 years  96 years 

21 years  100 years 
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Korat & Thai Cat Association 8th Championship Show 
 

Unusually, our show is now held on a Sunday; availability of a really good venue 
and price had something to do with this decision, together with the opportunity to 
go back-to-back with two other shows, Shorthaired Cat Society and Midland 
Counties Cat Club.  However, a cat could only be entered into two of the three 
shows to avoid over-stressing the exhibits.  

The Korat & Thai club table was well manned during the day and plenty of visitors 
were drawn to the table by a constant slideshow of stunning Korat & Thai pictures 
on a laptop.  It was certainly a crowd-drawer and well worth the extra effort.   

We had a good show with 15 cats present:  

10 Adults of which 8 were Korats; 3 Male, 5 Female. The other 2 were Thai Blue 
Point; 1 Male, 1 Female.  4 Kittens; 1 Korat (F), 2 Thai Lilac (M&F) and 1 Thai Blue 
Point (M). 1 Neuter; a Female Korat. 

BEST IN SHOW RESULTS 
BEST KORAT ADULT & OVERALL BEST IN SHOW:  

IGrCh Jusarka Panicum-Prairiesky  
(owned and bred by Julie Cherkas) 

BEST KORAT KITTEN: 
Jenanca Nina Atserennol  

(owned and bred by Jen Lacey) 
BEST KORAT NEUTER:  

UK GrCh & GrPr Jenanca Anjali  
(owned and bred by Jen Lacey) 

BEST THAI:  
Serennol Lillee In Pink (Thai Lilac)  

(owned by Jen Lacey, bred by Sarah Williams-Elliss) 
 
Other results on the day were: 
Adults 
Olympian Class: OGCC awarded to IGC Jusarka Panicum-PrairieSky [KOR] 
Imperial Class: Male – IGCC awarded to GrCh Jusarka Rainbow Warrior [KOR] 
                                 Reserve – GrCh Jenanca Barabajagal [KOR] 
Imperial Class: Female – IGCC awarded to GrCh Jusarka Yin Yang [KOR] 
Grand Class: Female – GCC awarded to Ch Nickelsilva Indigo [KOR] 
Korat Breed Class: Female: CC awarded to Indigo True Blue [KOR] 
     2nd  Naamjai Lamai [KOR] 
    Best of Breed to IGC Jusarka Panicum-PrairieSky [KOR]  
Thai Breed Class: Male: CC awarded to Jusarka Point-to-Point [TAI a 33] 

    Female: CC awarded to Jusarka Suchin [TAI a 33] 
  Best of Breed to Jusarka Suchin [TAI a 33] 

Kittens  
Korat Breed Class – Female: 1st & Best of Breed to Jenanca Nina Atserennol [KOR] 
Thai Breed Class – Male – not placed 
Thai Breed Class – Female – 1st & Best of Breed to Serennol Lillee in Pink [TAI c] 
Neuters 
Imperial Class: Female – IGPC awarded to UKGrCh & GrPr Jenanca Anjali [KOR] 
Korat Breed Class: Best of Breed to UKGrCh & GrPr Jenanca Anjali 
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The London Pet Show May 2014 
 
Next weekend, 20th and 21st September, you can go to the National Pet Show at the NEC, 
Birmingham and if you live anywhere near, and love animals - not just cats - you certainly should! 
There’ll be small furries, crocodiles and ponies as well as The World of Dogs, and the World of Cats 
masterminded and organised by the indefatigable GCCF judge Anne Gregory. There’ll be Korats & 
Thais there, and unlike a normal show they’ll be taken out of their pens to say hello and be stroked - 
it’s a hands-on event! 
 
This year’s London Pet Show was a two day event held at Earls Court in May. The Korat 
representative on the Saturday was Kit Game’s Karla, an outstandingly friendly and communicative 
13-year-old lady who was voted The People’s Favourite cat in front of a large audience! You can 
see her success on You Tube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pbx8zAvYtB8 
 
On the Sunday we again took our number-one-equal Korat neuter boy Gingko to show off the sheer 
perfection of this loveliest of species (Charley isn’t as outgoing and preferred to stay at home with 

Liana and the kittens) and so Bea Locher’s Bodi (a 
Thai Blue Point) joined Ginks to share the load of a 
hard day’s work. Bodi (pronounced Bodie - one 
of us did just wonder "what became of Doyle” but 
then he has a long and tender memory for spy 
thrillers!) made a great hit. That made it an 
important day for the future of the breed because 
for the first time a Thai Blue Point was at the show. 
The two variants of the Korat (Thai Blue Point and 
Thai Lilac) are much in demand these days, at 
least hereabouts (the ultra-correct Europeans look 
on them as something to be avoided, i.e. bred out 
using DNA testing).  A  top breeder explained at a 
recent seminar  where  we  eavesdropped, that 
the 'Thais' are 75% identical with the Korat, 
(based on the GCCF Korat & Thai Standard of 
Points, the judges' scoring system) the difference 
coming mainly in the coat, but for the Thai Blue 
Point, also the eyes; their eyes     are blue, where 
ideally the Thai Lilac and Korat have green eyes.  
The cat has over 20,000 genes in its genetic 
makeup; so when a Korat produces a “Thai” kitten, 
you can be sure that the kitten will still have the 

Korat temperament and character, as its recessive 
genes changing the coat colour (Thai Lilac), or coat pattern and eye 
colour (Thai Blue Point) are just one or two genes within those 
20,000 – a difference of around 0.01%!  Whatever the politics over 
the differences created by the recessive bluepoint and chocolate 
genes, the cats themselves can be, if anything, even more engaging 
than the blue friends we already have.  And if you really want to find 
out more you can read all about the differences in the Standard of 
Points between Korats and Thais on the Club website. 
 
Julie Cherkas joined us and explored the show, bringing news of 
‘must sees’. She was particularly fascinated by the Birds of Prey, in 
particular a beautiful Golden Eagle called “Henry”, and I loved the 
owls. There were tempting shopping opportunities - every cat will 
gain from the tempting toys on offer - and demonstrations of FlatCats 
window protectors as well as less obviously practical but hugely 
useful seminars on cat care.  
 

Gingko 

Henry 14 
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There were the normal attractions, including the irresistible Rabbit Show Jumping, which turned out 
to be a Swedish speciality in the safe hands of a group of very knowledgeable ladies from that part 
of the world. The sheer energy and 
enthusiasm put into their jumps by the top 
contenders was a lesson to all. 
Unfortunately at these speeds photos come 
out as a blur. 
 
In fact the super-vivid memory of the show 
has nothing to with Korats or rabbits. At 
ease on the corner of our row of cages we 
found Dear Albert, who sported a splendid 
ginger coat that brought back memories of 
unflappable gingers down the years. Their 
message to young tearaways always 
seemed to be "cool it, son, then no-one'll 
get hurt". Dear Albert was in the care of two 
delightfully generous bipeds who as well as 
taking him for regular strolls saw to it that 
we were kept amply supplied with home-
made things to eat the whole day through.  

 
Dear Albert also takes a mean photo 
(see left) - so our sincere thanks 
to him and his minders! You may 
notice that in this picture of Gingko 
there are friends he made at last 
year’s show - who came back to see 
him again!   
  
As ever, it was good to be able to 
show the Korat family at its best, and 
we hope the day made a few more 
converts. But if you get to the NEC 
show make sure you say hello to 
Dear Albert too - he’ll be there! 
  
    Leo & Felicity Black  
 

 

<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<> 
 

Why Aren’t Korats and Thais more Popular? 
 
As a long-time admirer of both Korats and Thais I’ve never understood this! And it’s 
not for the want of trying to promote them.  As usual the Club had representatives at 
the London Pet Show to ‘meet and greet’ the public on both days.  And there will also 
be representatives on both days at the National Pet Show on 20 & 21 September at 
the NEC. Not all breeds can  say this. The commitment from Korat owners to promote 
this wonderful breed is fantastic but I wish they were more popular.  If I had a pound 
for every time I’ve heard “What’s a Korat?” after saying I’m a cat breeder, I would be 
very rich! 
 
I bought my first Korat in December 1981 and had my first litter in 1983. Since then, I 
have always had at least one Korat (and more recently, the Thais) in my life.  But I 
genuinely feel they are not much  more popular now than they were back in the 1970’s  

Dear Albert and his bi-ped slaves 

Ginks and his recurring visitor! 
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and 1980’s when the first Korats came to the UK.  I’ve owned moggies and Siamese; 
and, since 1981, have owned and bred both Korats and Burmese.  I can honestly say 
that the Korats and Thais are my favourite breed.  I’ve converted many a Burmese 
owner – who came to me for a Burm kitten and ended up going away as slaves to 
either a Korat, a Thai or, more often, both!  
 
For the last ten or so years I’ve also had the showing bug!  I really enjoy showing off 
my cats – and, to their credit, my cats really enjoy being shown.  And they don’t get 
such shabby results either!  Usually, the competition doesn’t happen in the Breed 
classes, for many years I was often the only one there with Korats, but once made up 
to Champion, the competition starts to get interesting in the Grand, and Imperial 
classes – and more recently, we’ve been having a go at the Olympians! Only got one 
full OLY and one Reserve so far, but hey ho, as Dale says, “you’ve go to be in it to win 
it!”   
 
Usually, the opportunity for competition against other Korat & Thais is a once-a-year 
phenomenon at our Breed Show but just lately, I’ve seen judges’ reports which say 
“This is the biggest showing of Korats & Thais I’ve ever seen outside of a Breed Show” 
and certainly, at a couple of recent shows, there were upwards of seven Korats - and a 
Thai Blue Point too.  We’ve also been up in the “posh” BIS pens quite a few times in 
the last year or two.  If anyone would like help to show their beautiful cats, there are 
plenty of Korateers throughout the UK who I know would be more than willing to help.   
 
What else can we do to promote our wonderful breed?  I just don’t know.  It certainly 
isn’t for the want of trying by the committee members.  We need some young blood in 
our exhibitors, and breeders too, so if any of you fancy having a go, please, please let 
one of us know!  
 
Julie Cherkas – Jusarka Korats & Thais 

<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<> 

WANTED – Newsletter Editor! 
 
We are desperate to find someone willing and able to produce the Club’s newsletter.  Required 3 times a 
year, many pages concerning club business are produced by the various officers of the club.  What we need 
is someone who will add to those regular articles.  
 
Due to personal circumstances and other roles within the committee, I am no longer able to do the 
newsletter.  Jocelyn, while keen to help by writing an article for each edition, finds she is unable to continue 
as editor due to her health conditions, which often mean long periods recuperating and are not conducive 
with the deadlines involved.  I thank her for at least giving it a go. 
 
Ideally, we would like to move newsletter production into the 21st century by having an editor with a flair for 
creativity.  Other desirable skills are literacy (obviously), ability to work to deadlines and to use publishing 
software.  There is no reason why the new editor can’t continue using the current format, based on word 
documents, but cheaper printing and postage options are available for a smaller booklet produced using 
modern publishers.   
 
Do you have any of these skills and would you like to support the club by helping produce our newsletter 
three times a year?  If so, please contact me as soon as possible.  Thank you. 
 
Julie Cherkas, Club Secretary and previous Newsletter Editor  
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INTERNATIONAL RESCUE 
No, not the Thunderbirds, Korats! 

 
REMEMBER in the last newsletter our Treasurer reported that the 
excess funds remaining after a UK Korat Rescue in 2013 were sent to 
the States to aid in the rescue of a number of Korats following a 
neglect issue within a cattery?  Well we now have a further update, 
provided by Bobbie Weihrauch, on how your money helped.  We should 
all be proud to be part of a wonderful Korat community where the need 
for rescue anywhere in the world, results in real international 
generosity. 
 
Bobbie writes: It has been a year since the Korat rescue in Arizona became a 
necessity.  Thanks to the hard work of Ailette and Zelda (and others) and the 
incredible generosity of the Korat community, there are 7 happy endings. 
  
I spoke with Ailette this week and have this news to report.  Of the 7 Korats 
that she rescued from a kill shelter, 5 are in new, forever homes.   One 
(Forsythia) has a new owner waiting for her in Spain but the transfer has not 
been easy because of medical concerns and weather impacting the ability to 
ship.  Hopefully this will happen in the not-too-distant future.  The remaining 
cat is Lily.  She went to an unsuccessful placement and is back and most happy 
with Ailette, who has become her very special person.  We discussed this and 
decided that Lily should stay with Ailette.  After all of the time, love and effort 
she put into transforming these cats to be the social, healthy pets they 
deserved to be, she needs to have at least one Korat in her life for always. 
  
Unfortunately, no action has been taken (that we are aware of) to prevent this 
breeder from repeating this horrible action.  Information was given to animal 
control agencies, so there is not much more to be done at this time.  Let’s just 
hope . . . . 
  
The financial cost of this rescue was huge.  Thanks to all of you who helped 
out, donations of more than $4,100 were collected.  Expenses that were paid 
with this money cost more than $3,600.  In addition, the CFA Breed Rescue 
group donated food and supplies to help out in the beginning.  All because of 
one unethical, uncaring breeder.  What a disgrace to realize there is one like 
that among us. 
  
We have about $500 remaining in the account to help in the next crisis.  We 
have one friend who continues to donate monthly.  I will respect her privacy 
and let her encourage others to do this – if she so chooses. 
  
From the bottom of my heart, thank you to all who helped with this effort.  And 
there is no way we can ever adequately thank Ailette.  She knows what a 
wonderful thing she did; that helps.  And you all helped her know that there are 
wonderful, caring people involved with Korats – not just a horrible breeder. 
  
Give yourselves a pat on the back – and hug your Korats. 
  
Fondly, Bobbie 
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Guidelines for Cats – Part 3 (Final Instalment) 
 
Humans 
 
Humans have three primary functions: to feed us, to play with and give attention to us, and to clean the litter 
box. It is important to maintain one's Dignity when around humans so that they will not forget who is the master 
of the house. Humans need to know basic rules. They can be taught if you start early and are consistent. 
 
Food 
 
In order to get the energy to sleep, play, and hamper, a cat must eat. Eating, however, is only half the fun. The 
other half is getting the food. Cats have two ways to obtain food: convincing a human you are starving to death 
and must be fed now; and hunting for it oneself. The following are guidelines for getting fed. 
 
a.. When the humans are eating, make sure you leave the tip of your tail in their dishes when they are not 
looking. 
 
b.. Never eat food from your own bowl if you can steal some from the table. Never drink from your own water 
bowl if a human's glass is full enough to drink from. 
 
c.. Should you catch something of your own outside, it is only polite to attempt to get to know it. Be insistent. 
Your food will usually not be so polite and try to leave. 
 
d.. Table scraps are delicacies with which the humans are unfortunately unwilling to readily part. It is beneath 
the dignity of a cat to beg outright for food as lower forms of life such as dogs will, but several techniques exist 
for ensuring that the humans don't forget you exist. These include, but are not limited to: jumping onto the lap 
of the "softest" human and purring loudly; lying down in the doorway between the dining room and the kitchen, 
the "direct stare", and twining around people's legs as they sit and eat while meowing plaintively. 
 
Human Inconsistency 
 
Humans spend many hours sitting in front of a box with moving pictures, tapping tiny squares on a board with 
their fingertips...it is rumoured that this is actually how humans sharpen their claws! Considering how 
sanctimonious they are when they catch cats sharpening their claws, humans obviously need a lesson in 
consistency. One of the best ways to do this is to walk on the board with the tiny squares...that will always get 
a huge reaction from the human, a good indication that you're actually teaching them something! If that doesn't 
work, lay on the board or throw up a furball on it! There's no good reason why humans should be allowed to 
sharpen their claws while forbidding cats to do so! 
 
Cat Speak 
 
Humans will sometimes try to speak in cat language, attempting to 'meow' at you while having no real idea 
what they're saying! Cats can either meow back and try and fool the human into thinking that there is a real 
connection going on, or they can stare at the human with a puzzled look on their face...after all, the human just 
told you that your mother was the whore of every tomcat in town! Did they mean that or did they simply not 
understand the implications of their attempting to meow? It's hard to say, as the level of human advancement 
in this area is very limited...about the only 'catspeak' they actually understand is "I'm starving" and "Let me 
out...NOW!" If they have truly insulted you or your family, feel free to either tell them how stupid they are in cat 
language or walk away indignantly. 
 
The Eternal Question 
 
When faced with the age-old question, "Is it love, or is it Fancy Feast?", we all know that it is Fancy Feast, of 
course. However, it is absolutely crucial that cats not let the humans know this, or the humans might stop 
sharing this treat with us! Always convince the human that your sudden, intense attention showered on them is 
LOVE! You can go back to normal behaviour after the treat has been consumed! 
 

<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<> 

Are you an Ailurophile? 
Almost everybody reading this is an Ailurophile! 

This is the official term for a cat lover! 
>^.^< 
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£Treasurer’s Notes 
 
So, here we are again.  As I write this the calendar has ticked/flapped/flown by to mid-August and it is just no 
good…a failure…an utter dismal affair….  I have had to put the sun lounger away early!  June and July were blissful, 
do just enough to keep she who also lives here happy and then r-e-l-a-x.  Mind you I will have to have words with the 
management about the waitress service at this all-inclusive residence, does leave room for improvement!  Mind you, 
next door's Korat, him wot lives on ‘roof, an outdoor fiend, is enjoying the harvest period.  Combines mean four-
legged food and the offering is in the front-back doormat-garden path every day at the moment.  He's enjoying life!!  
However the return to roots has come early this season, off back oop north t' see football in a few days, so when you 
read this I'll either be “over the moon" (always wanted to use this inane phrase) or "crying in me beer". 
 
I suppose though that I'd better mention the obvious, if you haven't paid your subs yet then don't forget to do so will 
you?  If you have a red dot on the front cover of your magazine then this means that I have no record of your subs 
(due 1st January) being paid for 2014.  You can send me your dosh by using the form on this page, Paypal or just send 
me a cheque! Many thanks to those that have paid, either by cheque, cash or PayPal (see below).  I usually wait until 
I have a little collection of cheques before posting them off t'bank, so don't worry if they don't show on your account 
for a little while.  Now, back t' serious business.  Found this little gem and thought you might like it. 
 
Four old retired guys are walking down a street in London.  They turn a corner and see a sign that says, "Old Timers 
Bar - ALL drinks 10p."  They look at each other and then go in, thinking, this is too good to be true.  
Graeme, the old bartender says in a voice that carries across the room, 'Come on in and let me pour one for you! 
 What'll it be, gentlemen? 
There's a fully stocked bar, so each of the men orders a martini.  In no time the bartender serves up four iced 
martinis-shaken, not stirred-and says, 'That'll be 10p each, please.' 
The four guys stare at the bartender for a moment, then at each other.  They can't believe their good luck.  They pay 
the 40p, finish their martinis, and order another round. 
Again, four excellent martinis are produced, with the bartender again saying, 'That's 40p, please.'  They pay the 40p, 
but their curiosity gets the better of them.  They've each had two martinis and haven't even spent a £1 yet. Finally 
one of them says, 'How can you afford to serve martinis as good as these for a 10p a piece?' 
'I'm a retired tailor,' the bartender says, 'and I always wanted to own a bar.  Last year I hit the Lottery Jackpot for £25 
million and decided to open this place. Every drink costs 10p, wine, liquor, beer, it's all the same.' 
'Wow! That's some story!' one of the men says. 
As the four of them sip at their martinis, they can't help noticing seven other people at the end of the bar who don't 
have any drinks in front of them and haven't ordered anything the whole time they've been there. Nodding at the 
seven at the end of the bar, one of the men asks the bartender, 'What's with them?' 
The bartender says, 'They're retired people from Yorkshire.  They're waiting for Happy Hour when drinks are half-
price.' 
Enjoy yourselves. 
Cheers 
Brian 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 

KCA Subscriptions for 2014 became due on 1st January  
 

Single: £9    Joint: £11 Overseas: £12                           To include a paper newsletter 
 
Single: £7    Joint: £ 9        No overseas supplement          Newsletter sent by email 

 
Name(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

Email address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   Tel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Send your cheques, payable to Korat Cat Association, to: 
Brian Lacey (Treasurer), The Cottage Cattery, Stapleford Road, Whissendine, Rutland LE15 7HF 

 
Remember you can pay via PayPal using ~ treasurerkca@btinternet.com ~ quite a few are using this now. 
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CARTOON PAGE 

 
Snooze button for cats 
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KORAT  & THAI CAT  ASSOCIATION 
LIST  OF  BREEDERS 

 
 

NAME / LOCATION   PREFIX / TEL NO EMAIL / WEB ADDRESS 
 
Mrs H Allinson [KOR]   Alakazam  heatherallinson@btinternet.com 
Norwich    01508 538090 
Ms E Beckett [KOR]   Indigo   beckett199@btinternet.com 
Hampshire    023 9229 6647  
Mr R & Mrs L Best [KOR & TAI] Myfanwy  richpbest@hotmail.com 
Cardiff     029 2084 2845 
Mr & Mrs L Black [KOR]  Kanzona   felicityvincent@googlemail.com 
London     020 7485 1211 
Ms Julie Cherkas* [KOR & TAI] Jusarka  jusarka@yahoo.co.uk 
Southampton     023 8090 4187 
Ms Jo Collar [KOR & TAI]  No Prefix   j.collar@ntlworld.com 
Surrey     07799 062143 
Miss J Couch* [KOR & TAI]  Jasumik  tamruat03@yahoo.co.uk 
South Wales     01792 791207 
Mrs C Harding-Brown* [KOR & TAI] Clairabelle  animalantix@me.com 
Berkshire     07889 119224  www.animalantix.com 
Mrs H Hawkins* [KOR]   Koorahk  koorahk_korats34@hotmail.com 
Manchester     0161 281 6482  www.koorahkkoratsdirect.co.uk 
Mrs J Jeffers*  [KOR & TAI]  Maipenrai  jj@korat.co.uk 
Isle of Man     01624 823655 
Mrs J Lacey*  [KOR & TAI]  Jenanca  jen.lacey@btinternet.com 
Rutland     01664 474408  www.jenanca.com 
Mrs A & Ms B Locher  [KOR & TAI] Bikila         walannlocher@yahoo.co.uk 
London     020 8898 4299  beatricelocher@hotmail.com 
Miss C Nichols* [KOR]   Nikelsilva  nikelsilva@yahoo.com 
Humber Bridge    01482 627029 
Mrs S Ozimkowski [KOR]  Jingdao  janozimkowski@btinternet.com 
South Warwickshire   01608 684041    
Mr O Rabia*  [KOR & TAI]  Camacoona  camacoona@aol.com 
Carlisle     07502 028753  www.cobs-can.co.uk/camacoona.htm 
Mrs M Saunders [KOR & TAI]  Chandrakan  mary23@btinternet.com 
Devon     01395 597791 
Ms G Sinclair [KOR]   Sawatao  gab.s@virgin.net 
London     07814 894733 
Miss C Treacher [KOR]  Saluay   clare.treacher83@gmail.com 
London     07714 279625 
Mr W Wilkinson [KOR]   Theoaks  williewilkinson@btinternet.com  
North Cotswolds   01608 651140  
Mrs S Williams-Elliss*  [KOR & TAI] Serennol  serennol@yahoo.co.uk   
Nottinghamshire    07807 888718   www.serennol.co.uk 
Mrs Liz Wilson [KOR & TAI]  Higford   lizziecatw@higford.orangehome.co.uk 
Herefordshire    01531 660283         

* Denotes stud ownership   
 
OVERSEAS KORAT BREEDERS 
 
Ms C Baird    Primprau’s  Denmark      dkkorat@yahoo.dk 
Mr B Pollesche    Kobalt   Germany      bpollesche@arcor.de 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 
K&TCA  KITTEN  LIST  SERVICE 

 
Contact Julie Cherkas with your litter information and she will place the details on the KCA website. 
         Please include date of birth, number of kittens born, type of kittens (i.e. Korats or Thais),  
         number of each sex still available and date the kittens will be ready for their new homes. 
                       
            Please remember to let Julie know when your kittens have been placed. 

 

www.korats.org.uk 
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